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Abstract
The energy transition can be defined as all the transformations of the system of production, distribution and
consumption of energy carried out in a territory in order to make it more ecological. The aim is to reduce the
environmental impact of an energy system. Inseparable from sustainable development, the energy transition
contributes to the fight against global warming, through the implementation of changes based on innovative
technologies, but also and above all on new political orientations. The paper focuses in particular on city
logistics in Europe as an illustration of energy transition, showing that strategic interactions between city
logistics stakeholders are at the heart of new practices, particularly in the implementation of low emission zones
(LEZs). A case study was conducted with a large French metropolitan area, which is at the forefront of
sustainable city logistics. This case study is based on an analysis of official documents written as part of the
implementation of the LEZ. Using a conceptual framework drawn from the SCP paradigm, which is at the origin
of the industrial organization’s stream, the results indicate that the success of environmental city logistics
strategies depends effectively on interactions between several public and private stakeholders, and not only on
virtuous managerial practices from companies.
Keywords: city logistics, energy transition, Europe, low emission zones (LEZs), SCP paradigm, sustainability
1. Introduction
The energy transition is a theme that attracts the growing attention of European decision-makers (de la Esperanza
Mata Pérez et al., 2019). It is not simply about building wind turbines and solar panels; it is linked to economic and
managerial issues as diverse as access to energy, the adequacy between production and consumption, or the fair
price and cost of energy production. The environmental issues are now widely known. Among the activities
identified as contributing to the achievement of the objectives set, particularly in terms of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, the weight of road freight transport remains significant, despite the many efforts and reductions
observed over the past 20 years through successful sustainable supply chain strategies (Andrés & Padilla, 2018).
Indeed, it is not so simple and mechanical to reduce this contribution, as logistics remain an essential support
function for economic activities, and more particularly for exchange and trading activities. The integration of
logistical activities as a strategic skill of the company requires adequate investment choices, both in terms of
equipment and human resources.
The objective of this investigation is to better understand the system of constraints underlying the energy
transition in a particular context: the extreme downstream of supply chains responsible for delivering products in
cities on the basis of highly capillary logistics schemes. These involve both local authorities and companies,
which interact to meet the environmental requirements of a more sustainable city logistics (Somuyiwa, 2010;
Patier & Routhier, 2020). The conceptual framework used to highlight the importance of the political dimension
as a key element in the functioning of supply chains is the SCP paradigm. The SCP paradigm, which emerged in
the 1960s from the founding work on industrial organization, specifies that the regulatory environment strongly
influences the strategic behavior of companies, beyond market structures alone. While the SCP paradigm is
rarely used in current management research, it has an intact heuristic power applicable to the governance of
supply chains, e.g., the way in which the supply chain members mediate between the different product flow
monitoring constraints (Richey Jr. et al., 2010).
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This paper is structured as follows. After having first recalled the fundamentals of the SCP paradigm, we will
then discuss the organization of sustainable city logistics with reference to a system of environmental constraints
that combines an economic and a regulatory perspective by taking the case of low emission zones (LEZs). They
radically change the conditions of access to urban space by companies, both for convenience stores and online
buyers, and consequently their strategic behavior. The case of the Lyon metropolitan area, which has set up a
LEZ for 2020, will be used to show how strategic interactions are essential between stakeholders in defining a
LEZ that respects local specificities. More generally, sustainable city logistics emphasizes that environmental
challenges are essential, as they are more generally for logistics management, which focus “not only on the
satisfaction of private economic interests of business entities, but also at ensuring of resource conservation and
environmental safety” (Koblianska, 2018, p. 46). The paper will end with a conclusion on the research avenues
opened by this exploratory reflection.
2. Conceptual Framework
Originally driven by Mason’s (1939) work in the United States in the late 1930s, the SCP paradigm (which
stands for structure, conduct [or strategic behavior] and performance) is one of the structuralist foundations of
contemporary industrial analysis. It is still used today as a relevant analytical framework to identify relationships
between the structure of a market, the strategic behavior of companies in that market and the resulting economic
and societal performance:
− The structure is based on a set of variables that are relatively stable over time and influence the behavior of
sellers and/or buyers. The presence of imperfect competition in the sense of Chamberlin (1933) and Robinson
(1933/1969) depends essentially on the degree of concentration of supply, demand, product differentiation,
available technology and barriers to market entry.
− Strategic behavior is similar to the way in which the above-mentioned buyers and sellers behave with each
other in a competitive sphere defined by the home industry. Companies choose their own policies to
differentiate themselves from their competitors, both in terms of production (investments, relocations,
contracts, etc.), as well as in terms of prices or R&D.
− Finally, performance is measured by analyzing the commercial and financial results of companies in the
industry with reference to different ratios used to assess different levels of profitability and efficiency (level
of retail price, product quality, resource allocation, efficiency of logistics organization, etc.).
2.1 SCP Paradigm
In his book Industrial organization, Bain (1959/1987) truly developed the SCP paradigm to give it a more
sophisticated form and allow it to constitute a robust starting point for the analysis of markets and industries, not
only in economics, but also in business management. The multiplication of sector studies within the Harvard
Business School has led to the accumulation of important material for acquiring a general knowledge of how
markets actually work. From the synthesis of these studies, Bain (1959/1987) hopes to identify general economic
laws leading to a new market and price system theory. However, researchers in management, especially Porter
(1980), will understand the interest of the SCP paradigm for analyzing the competitive strategies of companies.
Porter’s (1980) seminal work on competitive forces is based on the paradigm in a more or less explicit way. The
Porterian reasoning, which has its roots in industrial organization, is based on the principle that the performance
of an industry, with potential benefits for consumers, but also for the Society as a whole, is determined by the
strategic behavior of companies within their industry, which in turn results from the structure of the market.
The SCP paradigm states that efficiency and profitability are determined by the strategic behaviors (drivers) of
companies. Such a vision is attractive insofar as it is based on a simple and mechanistic reasoning: the market
environment has a direct and short-term impact on the market structure, the market structure then having a direct
influence on the company’s strategic behavior, which in turn affects its performance on the market. In this case,
the feedback effects are such that market performance can influence strategic behavior and structure, or strategic
behavior can influence market structure. In brief, from a renewed perspective of the SCP paradigm, companies
are no longer passively constrained by their environment but are in an active position to change it. Furthermore,
external factors will be taken into account to understand competitive dynamics: political interventions from
national, regional or local regulatory authorities (Scherer & Ross, 1990).
Figure 1, adapted from the reference book of Scherer and Ross (1990), highlights the importance of government
intervention in various ways, both in terms of structure, strategic behavior and performance. Government
intervention can take the form of regulations (e.g., legal entry barriers), taxes and subsidies, investment
incentives or anti-trust policies. From a broader perspective, we can see here the exercise of a, sometimes
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underestim
mated, “politiccal game” which will have a more or leess strong andd lasting impaact on competitive
conditionss, maintaining the relevance of the SCP paaradigm (Uzunnidis, 2016). O
Of course, this political game
e can
take placee on a nationaal, even suprannational, scalee, but with thhe recent emerrgence of territorial governance,
particularly in Europe (S
Schmitt & Vann Well, 2015), such intervenntionism is alsoo sometimes inn the hands of local
authoritiess, whose decisiions will have important effeects on the straategic behaviorr of companiess.

F
Figure 1. The eextended SCP paradigm
Source: Adappted from Schererr and Ross, 1990.

oduct
At the endd of the 1970s, the main deveelopments of a “new industriial organizationn” deepened thhe study of pro
differentiaation and monoopolistic competition, as welll as the formalization of oligoopoly situationns. The Nobel Prize
Tirole (19988) is one off its most em
mblematic authhors. In contraast to the SC
CP paradigm, the new industrial
organizatioon focuses onn behaviors (ccorporate strattegies), and noo longer on sstructures, which are consid
dered
endogenouus. It abandonns econometriic cross-sectioonal studies oon a set of seectors in favoor of monogra
aphic
econometrric studies. The new industriial organizatioon was made ppossible in partticular by developments in game
g
theory andd, more broadly, by the deeepening of miccroeconomic ttheory in a situuation of imperfect competiition.
Among thhe constituent elements of imperfect com
mpetition, the game played by political aauthorities pla
ays a
significantt role, particulaarly in the deplloyment of susstainable logisttics. As underliined by Sedaghhatnia et al. (2013),
the action of policy makkers is today esssential in the ddevelopment oof sustainable nneighborhoodss.
This intervventionism, orr public policyy according to the SCP paraddigm, is directlly related to thhe rapid chang
ges in
city logistiics, characterizzed by the expplosion of direcct deliveries too consumers. Inn France, e-coommerce accou
unted
for nearly 9% of retail trade
t
in 2019, two-thirds off which were ddelivered to hoomes and one--third to altern
native
locations ((pick-up pointts, filling statioons, train statiions, etc.). Thhe major impact is the increease in road traffic,
which trannslates into an increase in poollution in the city, especiallly in mega-citiies. Regarding Paris for exam
mple,
freight trannsport accountts for 10 to 200% of traffic, bbut it is responnsible for a quaarter of CO2 em
missions, a thiird of
NOx (nitroogen oxide) em
missions and haalf of the PM100 particles assoociated with urrban traffic (D
Dablanc et al., 2017;
2
Host et al., 2020). Under these condiitions, a laisseez-faire approach on the paart of local auuthorities canno
ot be
consideredd, at the risk off lastingly alterring the resideents’ quality off life.
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2.2 Public Policy in the Context of Sustainable City Logistics
According to Savelsbergh and Van Woensel (2016, p. 79), “city logistics is about finding efficient and effective
ways to transport goods in urban areas while taking into account the negative effects on congestion, safety, and
environment. The distinguishing characteristic of city logistics is the explicit recognition that transporting goods in
urban areas has a negative (as well as a positive) impact on the lives of people living in these urban areas”. The
case of city logistics is particularly representative of the interventionism of local authorities, in the search of
more ecological and social systems (da Silva Batalhao et al., 2018). The simple reference to the multiplication of
experiments in Europe for a green and smart city based on the coordinated control of flows is enough to be
convinced of this. The main aim of these cities is to reconcile technological innovation with the economic, social
and ecological challenges of tomorrow. Three cities are particularly advanced:
− Barcelona (Spain). The city has equipped itself with sensors to manage lighting, green spaces and traffic
lights. In addition to intelligent waste collection to optimize travel, mobility and traffic are at the heart of the
reflections. Barcelona has been asked by the World Bank to develop a smart city standard that can be applied
in other European countries.
− London (United Kingdom). With the continuous increase in its population, the city has been developing a
sustainable approach for several years. In order to involve its inhabitants, it has set up the “Talk London”
platform, which brings together all the useful information needed to live, work and travel in London. In terms
of mobility, London was a pioneer in introducing an urban road toll in 2003.
− Oslo (Norway). Action is focused on intelligent lighting: 10000 street lamps have been equipped with sensors
to adjust brightness according to the seasons and lighting requirements (the aim is to reduce electricity
consumption by 70%). The city has also done away with the use of private cars in urban areas by
implementing an ambitious mobility policy based on a comprehensive public transport offer.
Step by step, with the adoption of a “smart” perspective, a growing number of municipalities are seeking to
regulate the delivery of products in the city by implementing binding regulations that force companies to adapt
their strategic behavior, particularly in terms of logistics. While the autonomous development of “winning
logistics strategies” was the managerial credo of the 1990s and 2000s, a major breakthrough was introduced in
the 1990s, at the same time as supply chains saw the reappearance of local trade in urban areas: companies’
logistics strategies must promote pooling processes, including with competitors, to avoid blockages in flows that
cause negative environmental externalities. Logistics pooling, imposed by local authorities, consists of grouping
the orders of different customers in the same city, or even in the same district, within the same transport unit in
order to massify the flow and optimize the various aspects related to the delivery activity. From the point of view
of the inhabitants, logistics pooling means a better vehicle fill rate (VFR), more efficient rounds, and
consequently fewer trucks in the city. In short, as the SCP paradigm emphasizes, political decisions, such as the
obligation to comply with compulsory logistics pooling or loosely, to give specific rights to operators managing
pooled infrastructures (Borsenberger, 2018), exert constant pressure on the behaviors that need to be identified.
Europe has been subject to an increasing number of energy transition directives for several years (Thieffry, 2016;
Gauthier & Lowitzsch, 2019). After a long period of little or no political involvement at this level, many countries,
including France (Andriosopoulos & Silvestre, 2017), are seeking to make up for lost time, particularly through the
definition of low-carbon strategies and the development of clean mobility (see Box 1 and Table 1). The underlying
idea is that it is important to bring national policies into line with the various European directives, even if some
subjects, such as the application of the “polluter pays” principle (Grillo & Laperrouze, 2013), are still under study
because of the lack of a societal consensus. Public policies, through the articulation of the different spatial planning
schemes and their application to the different decision-making levels, now integrate the energy transition into a
vision integrating a strategic dimension, an economic dimension and the different resources to be implemented to
enable the vision to be achieved. However, the question of sustainable city logistics refers to specificities in terms
of delivery, one of the best known of which is the last mile management.
Box 1. Launching of an innovative program
By adopting a national low-carbon strategy, introduced with the “Energy Transition Act for Green Growth”,
France is committed to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions by 75% in 2050 compared to 1990. In this context,
economic stakeholders (logistics service providers, wholesalers, manufacturers, large and small retailers) will also
need support to adapt to ecological and energy imperatives, while maintaining their economic competitiveness.
The InTerLUD program supports 50 communities of different sizes—15 large metropolises, 25 medium-sized
conurbation communities and 10 small conurbation communities—and capitalises on the lessons learned to
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disseminate them at the national level. It aims to create or strengthen the necessary spaces for dialogue between
public and private stakeholders in the same area as well as at the national level, to support the transition towards
more sustainable city logistics.
Source: Adapted from a Cerema document, October 2020.
Table 1. Implementation of European directives on the energy transition at the French level
European directives
Ambient air quality and
cleaner air for Europe
National emission limits
Promotion of the use of energy from
renewable sources
Eurovignette

Alternative fuels infrastructure
Euro standards

Objective
Improving air quality, especially in cities

Adaptation in France
Promulgation of Decree No. 2010−1250

Definition of air pollutant emission limits by
2025-2030
Use of at least 10% renewable energy in 2020 for
the transport of products and people
Polluter pays principle by internalizing the external
costs caused by heavy trucks using road
infrastructure
Deployment of infrastructure for alternative fuels

National Low Carbon Strategy

Definition of maximum pollutant emission limits
for vehicles

Multi-annual energy programming and
development scheme for clean mobility
No national adaptation

National Framework for Action for the
Development of Alternative Fuels
Adoption of Euro standards

Source: The authors.

By its very nature, the regulations resulting from European directives impose constraints on the use of public space.
In the majority of cases, these constraints are expressed by restrictions, even bans on travelling or stopping for
delivery vehicles (Nuzzolo et al., 2016; Lopez, 2018). However, it should not be forgotten that the regulation must
also take into account the specific constraints of the city, while being readable and understandable both by
companies, which will have to comply with it and adapt their responses to it, and by the multiple stakeholders of
the city logistics system, first and foremost professional customers and end customers to whom the products are
addressed. These are both prescribers (opening hours determine delivery times, commercial practices determine
the frequency and size of shipments) and users of urban space, with duality sometimes creating dissonance
phenomena. Thus, the inhabitants appreciate the presence of convenience stores, but they reject the drawbacks
related to their supply. For their part, companies will not always have an interest in developing environmental
organizations by sharing their experiences with competitors, even though a rapid reduction in carbon emissions
requires strategic inter-firm cooperation. The task of the political decision-maker is therefore difficult to reconcile
divergent interests, sometimes even for the same economic agent, using efficient sustainability indicators (da Silva
Batalhao et al., 2019).
Technically, the policy maker, acting as “town planner” (Olaitan, 2019), will seek to combine parameters such as
vehicle size or delivery times. It must be noted that vehicle tonnage remains at the center of decision-making
processes, including in response to road congestion problems in highly constrained topographical cities (Pulawska
& Starowicz, 2014). The length, width or ground surface of the vehicles are also considered relevant, as well as the
delivery time and/or duration (Lagorio et al., 2016; Akyol & De Koster, 2018). However, it should be noted that
other more recent parameters are beginning to be mentioned by some cities, such as the type of motorization, the
maximization of the filling rate, or the pooling of deliveries between competing companies (Morana et al., 2014;
Montoya-Torres et al., 2016). All these parameters have in common that they explicitly raise the question of the
exercise of control in terms of human and technical resources, with control aids designed to make the devices
effective (time disc, road tax disk, automatic recognition of registration plates). But one of the most significant and
promising advances is undoubtedly the sectorization of urban space, as evidenced by the development of low
emission zones.
3. Low Emission Zones: An Application
Low emission zones (LEZs) are territories in which access is prohibited, if necessary, over specific time periods,
for different categories of vehicles that do not meet certain emission standards, and which therefore have a harmful
impact on the health of the territory’s inhabitants (Tögel & Spicka, 2014). More or less explicitly, the objective
here is to fight two major problems: congestion, a source of energy waste, and environmental pollution. This
system has already proved its worth in several countries such as Germany, Portugal and the United Kingdom in
environmental matters (Ellison et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2017; Santos et al., 2019; Ku et al., 2020), since its
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introduction in 1996 in three Swedish cities (see Box 2). While these areas are now deployed in a growing number
of European cities, national legislation aims to see them quickly spread to other cities, particularly those whose air
pollutant concentration thresholds are regularly exceeded.
Box 2. Sweden at the forefront of LEZ development
Sweden is the first country to implement LEZs, as a measure to reduce pollution from vehicles and to stimulate
retrofitting diesel trucks and buses with exhaust emission control devices. Since 1992, Swedish cities could
legally ban heavy duty vehicles from entering “environmentally sensitive areas”. In 1996, Sweden started with
LEZs in Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. Retrofitted vehicles carried official vehicle inspection stickers
required for LEZ entry. In 2006, the individual regulations of environmental zones in different municipalities in
Sweden are replaced by a national regulation and incorporated in the existing traffic regulation. The new
regulation aims to harmonize the requirements for different municipalities, for the benefit of transportation
companies working on a national scale. Since January 2020, municipalities are able to introduce three different
kinds of LEZs. It will be up to cities themselves to decide whether and where LEZs should be applied. In 2020,
Sweden has LEZs in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö, Lund, Helsingborg, Umeå, Uppsala and Mölndalen.
Source: Retrieved from https://making-cities-safer.com/low-emission-zones-white-paper
A LEZ aims to reduce polluting emissions in the city by forcing the replacement of older vehicles, and not to
restrict traffic or fluidify traffic; other public actions make it possible to work on these subjects, for example the
creation of pedestrian zones, which are not those of the LEZs, in the service of improving air quality. The founding
principle of the LEZ is that the older a vehicle is, the more it pollutes. By forcing the renewal of the vehicle fleet, a
gain in pollutant emissions is mechanically achieved. This correlation between age and pollution level is due to the
increasingly strict obligations on automotive manufacturers with regard to the maximum quantities of pollutants
that a vehicle sold in Europe is allowed to emit. These levels, which are regularly revised downwards, mean that a
current vehicle complying with the Euro 6 standard pollutes much less than an equivalent vehicle sold a few years
ago, and it actively contributes to the development of an “ecological mobility” (Hulkkonen et al., 2020).
3.1 A Major Step Forward for Sustainable City Logistics
For many countries, poor air quality in cities is the cause of premature deaths (for example, nearly 50000 in France
and nearly 700000 in the European Union each year). The increase in road traffic is the main reason why the limit
values for NO2 (nitrogen dioxide) and PM10 particle concentrations are exceeded. In order to reduce the dramatic
urban pollution, several European countries have implemented LEZs; in April 2020, there were 247 LEZs in
13 European countries, on very concentrated geographic areas (see Figure 2). LEZs can be limited to a few square
kilometers, such as Ilsfeld in Germany (2 km²), or to an entire urban area, such as Greater London in the United
Kingdom (1500 km²). The most LEZ-inclined countries are Germany and Italy: they account for 85% of the LEZs
recorded in Europe. On the other hand, France can be considered one of the poor students since the European
Commission initiated two pre-litigation procedures in 2017 for non-compliance with the limit values for NO2 and
PM10 particles. Most often, the vehicles targeted by these areas are heavy trucks, buses and coaches. However,
each country or even each zone may notify certain specificities. Thus, light vehicles of individuals and companies
are concerned in Germany, and Italy has chosen to include motorized two-wheelers.
Since the creation of the first LEZs in the 2000s, several studies have assessed their environmental performance.
The first results are particularly encouraging since cities that have introduced LEZs have seen a reduction in
pollutant emissions from road traffic, with reductions in air concentrations of PM10 particles sometimes exceeding
10% (Cyrys et al., 2014). For its part, the French Agency for the Environment and Energy Management (ADEME)
underlines that while existing LEZs have a limited effect on NOx and/or NO2 concentrations, they have a
significant effect on PM2.5 particle concentrations and black carbon concentrations, a component of fine particles
(Pouponneau et al., 2019). In the specific case of London, a decrease in NO2 concentrations of about 20% was
recorded at measuring stations close to road traffic within the LEZ between April 2017 and April 2019. Another
interesting example is the city of Leipzig, in Germany. The implementation of the LEZ has led to an accelerated
modernization of the vehicle fleet, and in the first four years of operation, toxic concentrations of soot and ultrafine
particles were reduced by 47% and 56% respectively. This reduction is broadly similar to the reduction in the LEZ
of Berlin.
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Figuure 2. Concentrration of geogrraphic areas w
with LEZs in Euurope (2020)
Source: www
w.urbanaccessreguulations.eu (Accesssed November 300, 2020)

The definiition of a LE
EZ regulatory project involvves a combinaation of severral elements leeading to diffferent
scenarios, which have a direct impactt on the managgement of prooduct traffic inn the city. The choice of veh
hicles
concernedd in terms of traaffic, with the substitution oof dirty vehiclees by green vehhicles (Wolff, 2014), the scope of
applicationn of a LEZ ass well as the leevel of possibble restrictions are the three main parametters to be set in an
interventioonist way of thhinking. Then ccomes the triple question of the derogationns to be granteed and its corollary,
its temporaality, as well as
a its progressive implementaation (step by step implemenntation and evoolution schedu
ule):
− Regulaated object. Thhe heavy truckss concerned arre mainly held by professionnals in the roadd transport of goods
g
whose ability to addapt to changge (adaptabiliity) is the highest, compaared to other socio-professional
categorries.
− Perimeeter. The wideer the scope of applicationn, the higher tthe environmeental efficienccy for populattions.
Howevver, some relattively attractivee areas concerrn many externnal users, in adddition to the vvehicles present.
− Level oof restriction. Regulation ccontributes to technologicall breakthroughhs and the development of new
engines (electric, hyydrogen, gas). As such, it iss a powerful lever for cleanning up the fleeet in favor off less
pollutinng vehicles.
− Progreessiveness. Thee challenges reelated to the im
mplementationn schedule are twofold: (1) iit makes it posssible
to introoduce progresssive regulationns in line with the natural evvolution of the fleet; (2) it givves visibility to the
variouss road users, who
w will be ablle to plan theirr vehicle replaccement better aand anticipate the cost involv
ved.
− Derogaations. Whethher temporary or permanent, the derogatioons allow certtain categoriess of vehicles to
t be
excluded from the ruule for various reasons, incluuding the low m
mileage they ccover compareed to their purc
chase
cost.
− Tempoorality. Temporality is to be compared to the derogatoryy regime becauuse it makes iit possible to avoid
a
the LE
EZ being appliccable in all plaaces, and at all times. It alloows categories of users the fr
freedom to trav
vel at
certainn times of the day
d or on certaain days of the week.
In brief, cuurrent measurees in sustainabble city logisticcs, of which LE
EZs are a key component, reefer to two typ
pes of
decisions. The first decissions are of a reegulatory natuure. They set obbligations (stanndards), or connversely provid
de for
prohibitionns. In Europe, regulatory decisions are thee most widely used tools in the field of airr quality and, more
generally, environmental protection. Inn particular, theey make it possible to prevennt the most imm
mediate and serious
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damage, and they are of immediate scope. The control of their application and, if necessary, a system of sanctions,
are the corollary of their effectiveness. The second decisions are of a budgetary nature. They aim to assess and
understand air pollution phenomena better and to improve the energy and environmental performance of goods
(aid for the purchase of clean vehicles) or activities (encouraging the choice of virtuous delivery systems).
Budgetary decisions are the result of a political will based on the assumption of responsibility by the community
for certain investments or expenditures.
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions, improving urban air quality and facilitating the energy transition to improve a
“green city branding” policy (Busch & Anderberg, 2015): this is ultimately the triple challenge of the
environmental changes underway under the LEZ framework. This can only be done in the massive presence of
clean vehicles made available to companies. For the time being, a significant effort has been made for light
commercial vehicles. Thus, for the year 2017, the average CO2 emissions of new personal-use vehicles sold in
France amounted to 111 g CO2/km, whereas they were still 122 g CO2/km in the European Union in 2014. The
decrease in average CO2 emissions from new vehicles is largely due to technological developments in vehicles:
they emit less carbon dioxide and are therefore no longer impacted by the environmental penalty. A similar effort
remains to be made for light commercial vehicles, at the heart of urban deliveries, to support the renewal of city
center trade (Levy et al., 2018).
However, the implementation of LEZs faces two main limitations (Martayan et al., 2020). The first limitation is
related to the “locus of control”. Considering the place given to autonomy in our societies, restrictions on
movement can be perceived as an infringement on individual freedoms. In order to counteract this dispossession
and to reintroduce a locus of control in individuals, it is useful to develop prior consultation and citizen
participation mechanisms. The second limitation is related to the “feeling of fairness”. It follows from the
distribution of the efforts and benefits induced by the implementation of a LEZ. If some stakeholders consider that
they have to make a significant effort while others are exempted (vehicles of foreign carriers, for example), then
the acceptability of the new organization decreases. Similarly, if the benefits are perceived as primarily benefiting
categories considered to be favored (e.g., inner-city residents), the social acceptability of the new organization is
diminished. These two limitations require a particularly convincing communication policy. In order to understand
the stakes of the LEZs implementation better, a survey was conducted at the LEZ of Lyon, which is the most
advanced project in France with Paris. Box 3 specifies the methodology used to collect the information.
Box 3. Methodology
The investigation on the Lyon’s LEZ is based on an analysis of secondary data collected by the authors over a
three-year period, at four different levels: (1) official documentation on LEZ regulations published by several
French ministries and governmental agencies; (2) data provided by the Lyon local authorities on the step by step
evolution of the LEZ implementation; (3) data provided by shippers and logistics service providers on the
logistical implications of LEZ in terms of local traffic and product supply towards stores, pick-up points and
consumers’ homes; and (4) consultation of various Facebook accounts created by citizens to discuss pollution
issues in Lyon. The data collected allows a first diagnosis of the influence of LEZ on the monitoring of supply
chains in the Lyon area, notably in the context of convenience goods.
3.2 The LEZ of the Lyon Metropolitan Area
Lyon is a particularly important city from an economic point of view, the only French metropolis assuming almost
all the possible territorial skills over its entire territory (Dumont, 2013). With more than a million and a half
inhabitants, it is the second largest urban area in France after Paris and before Marseille. Geographically, the city is
located at the confluence of two rivers, the Saône and the Rhône, and dominates the Rhône valley, which extends
between the Alps in the east and the Massif Central in the west. From a logistical point of view, the Rhône trench is
a major traffic route since the famous A7 motorway and the Paris-Marseille rail link are located there. All this
leads to Lyon becoming a real “hub” between the Paris Basin in the North and the shores of the Mediterranean in
the South. In other words, Lyon is an interface metropolis between Northern and Southern Europe (Fricke, 2020).
While the Lyon metropolitan area is a very sensitive territory to air pollution, the reasons are to be found in this
dual geographical and logistical dimension, to which are added very strong human activities and a significant
industrial cluster. Thus, in 2016, on a typical day, the average PM10 particle concentration ranged from 10 μg/m³
(at the quietest hours of the night) to 45 μg/m³ in the late morning due to pollutant emissions generated by
transportation.
As underlined, air pollution has disastrous effects, both in terms of public health (Kampa & Castanas, 2008) and
in terms of damaging a city’s image in the media. This is even more true for the Lyon metropolitan area, which
has been seeking to renew its image thoroughly for the past three decades by developing territorial marketing
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strategies, particularly with the implementation of ambitious urban and architectural projects (Adam & Laffont,
2018). The question of “green mobility” in line with territorial marketing strategies is therefore important, and
has given rise to many experiments, of which one of the best known is the Optimod’ Lyon project (Colfedy,
2016). It is therefore natural that the local authorities of the Lyon metropolitan area have decided to set up a LEZ
as from January 2020, following other successful European experiences. The decision, of a political nature, was
taken under pressure from multiple stakeholders (inhabitants, associations, etc.), particularly since Lyon is a
recurrent victim of ozone peaks resulting from the spread of primary pollutants such as NOx and volatile organic
compounds. Even if the situation has improved slightly according to ATMO Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, it is
sufficiently worrying to lead to the adoption of drastic regulations that are directly inspired by the
implementation of other LEZs in Europe.
The restrictions adopted concern the circulation of vehicles and their parking. Within LEZ, access for light
commercial vehicles and heavy trucks is limited only to those that comply with strict conditions regarding
greenhouse gas emissions, effectively prohibiting the circulation of older vehicles and obliging companies to
invest in a renewed fleet. Here we find the fundamentals of sustainable city logistics, as described above, and the
impact of regulations on strategic corporate behavior, as described in the SCP paradigm. However, the local
authorities have taken care to support the companies in the necessary transformation of their practices. Thus, in
addition to existing national aid, Lyon metropolitan area provides ad hoc aid to facilitate the purchase of green
vehicles (100% NGV, 100% electric or 100% hydrogen). Table 2 shows the amount of aid according to the type of
motorization. In total, a budget of €1 million over three years will be allocated by local authorities to support
craftsmen and SMEs to enable them to buy or lease green vehicles.
Table 2. Amount of flat-rate aid provided in 2020 by Lyon metropolitan area by vehicle category and energy used
(in euros, for each vehicle)
Heavy truck
Light commercial vehicle
Electrically assisted delivery tricycle
Source: The authors.

100% NGV
10 000
5 000
−

100% electric
10 000
5 000
300

100% hydrogen
13 000
8 000
−

The interest of the implementation of the Lyon’s LEZ is to highlight the intensity of interactions between
stakeholders in order to bring out compromise solutions. For several years now, residents have been involved in
discussions on policies to reduce air pollution in the Lyon metropolitan area. Neighborhood committees have thus
set up “air quality” commissions since 2013, the objective of which is to call on local authorities to address the
issue of residents’ exposure to air pollution (Roussel et al., 2018). More broadly, following consultation with the
various economic actors in the territory, but also following the observations made during the regulatory
consultation on the LEZ project, the local authorities took care to adapt the framework previously defined by the
local context, in particular by granting exemptions to traffic and parking restrictions. The main derogations, of
three types, are listed in Table 3. The flexibility of the system extends to the granting of individual derogations on
a case-by-case basis for companies meeting specific eligibility criteria. Requests and the duration of derogations
are then examined by the local authorities taking into account a specific context and situation.
Table 3. Types of derogations from traffic and parking restrictions in the LEZ of the Lyon metropolitan area
Vehicles benefiting from a permanent
derogation
•
Priority general interest vehicles
•
Ministry of Defense vehicles
•
Vehicles used by people with
disabilities
•
Specialized self-propelled vehicles
•
Civil security vehicles
•
Exceptional convoy vehicles
Source: The authors.

Vehicles benefiting from a derogation
for a period of three years
•
Refrigerated vehicles
•
Concrete mixers
•
Trucks and dump trucks
•
Trucks and machine carriers
•
Trucks and water tankers

Temporary derogation studied
individually
•
Vehicles used for an exceptional
event or TV/cinema shooting
•
Vehicles used by companies in a
state of suspension of payment
•
Vehicles assigned to a public service
(one-off interventions)
•
Market supply vehicles

The example of the LEZ in Lyon is particularly interesting because it indicates that the success of the approach is
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based, thannks to strategicc interactions bbetween stakehholders, on thee ability to allow
w consensual ssolutions to em
merge
gradually. As the Presideent of the Lyonn metropolitann area noted inn January 20199, “we must alll commit ourse
elves,
local authoorities, compannies, associatioons, and citizeens, in order too act each for a sustainable territory that ca
an be
passed on to future geneerations. The eeconomic deveelopment of thhe metropolis is compatible with an ecolo
ogical
awareness that is becoming necessary. It is a dual chhallenge in term
ms of public heealth and the aattractiveness of
o our
region” (P
Press Release)). Upstream, aas was the caase with the L
LEZ of the L
Lyon metropollitan area in 2019,
2
communiccation campaiggns initiated bby local authoorities are neccessary to info
form and raisee awareness of the
approach and to conveert companies to this new (environmenttal) regulatoryy system; in their absence, the
acceptabiliity of the transport policies is threatened, as shown by Soria-Lara et al. (2019). Finnally, local sup
pport
measures, in addition to national taax incentives, will undoubbtedly facilitatte the deploym
ment of LEZ
Zs by
permanenttly changing thhe strategic behhavior of comppanies.
Here again, the case of
o Lyon metroopolitan area highlights thee importance of a proactivve (and financ
cially
transparennt) strategy to support
s
the chaanges requiredd by the energyy transition. It is at this pricee that LEZs willl not
be consideered by private decision-makeers as a new vaariation of punitive ecology, bbut as a naturaal evolution tow
wards
sustainablee city logisticss. In other worrds, the case of Lyon is not isolated. On thhe contrary, it corresponds to the
beginningss of a profouund evolution of city logisttics in the cooming years. IIn September 2020, the Frrench
governmennt published a decree that maakes it compullsory to implem
ment LEZs in tthe most pollutted areas. With
h this
new decreee, seven new zones
z
will havee to be set up bby 2021 by Frennch metropolises: Aix-Marseille, Nice, Toulon,
Toulouse, Montpellier, Strasbourg
S
andd Rouen. The most problem
matic case remains that of M
Marseille (Plum
mmer,
2018), onee of the most polluted
p
cities iin France, andd which is know
wn for a totallyy anarchic circculation of delivery
vehicles.
3.3 Compaarative Analysis with Barceloona (Spain)
If Lyon iss an interestingg case, its posssible specificiity in terms off the establishhment of a LE
EZ still needs to
t be
analyzed. From this poinnt of view, a ccomparison with an equivaleent European ccity appears relevant. The ca
ase of
Barcelona meets this condition, especcially since thee city has beenn involved for a long time inn a sustainable
e city
logistics sstrategy, as higghlighted abovve. Moreover,, Barcelona iss the second laargest city in Spain (1.6 miillion
inhabitantss), just as Lyonn is the second largest city in France, and inn both cases thee metropolitann area—as logisstical
node—is ccrossed by largge and continuuous flows of pproducts. As a direct conseqquence, since 22002 Barcelona has
exceeded the WHO PM10
P
particlee concentratioon level and the Europeann Union carbbon dioxide level
(Moreno-JJimenez et al.., 2016). Betw
ween 2010 annd 2017, air pollution wouuld have caussed an averag
ge of
425 premaature deaths peer year in the caapital of Cataloonia. Figure 3 shows the dram
matic level of aair pollution fo
or the
city centerr.

Figure 3. Air pollution in Barcelona
Source: Moreeno-Jimenez et al.., 2016.

This is whhy Barcelona’s local authoritiies decided to sset up a LEZ too restrict the acccess of the moost polluting ca
ars to
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the city center (in 2020), before extending the measure to delivery vehicles (in 2021). Monitored by 150 cameras,
Barcelona’s LEZ covers 95 km2, twenty times the size of Madrid’s LEZ, and includes four satellite cities in
addition to the urban area itself. The goal is to reduce air pollution by 20% in four years, with 125000 fewer
vehicles. If this is not achieved within three years, Barcelona could introduce a congestion charge on the London
model, taxing all vehicles entering the city. Already, diesel vehicles registered before 2006 and gasoline vehicles
registered before 2000 are no longer allowed to travel, with some exceptions, Monday to Friday from 7 a.m. to
8 p.m. throughout the city. As in the case of Lyon, the heavy trucks and light commercial vehicles that will
circulate in the Bracelona’s LEZ will be 100% NGV, 100% electric or 100% hydrogen by 2030.
However, in comparison with Lyon, the penalty system used in Barcelona is extremely rigorous and dissuasive.
Indeed, all vehicles must be authorized to circulate in the city, and failure to have the necessary authorization
immediately leads to a fine. The least severe fines range from 100 to 499 euros, while the most serious fines range
from 500 to 1800 euros. In the event of a repeat offence, the driver may receive a fine increased by 30%, and the
police will give the driver 90 minutes to leave the LEZ before applying another fine. Thanks to this particularly
coercive policy, the local authorities hope for a rapid decrease in nitrogen dioxide emissions of 15%. It can
therefore be concluded that Lyon and Barcelona are similar in terms of the technical organization of the LEZ, with
comparable choices for limited access to urban space. On the other hand, the local authorities in Lyon favor
communication and persuasion to make people accept the rules, while the local authorities in Barcelona favor
punishment in case of non-compliance with the rules. This is undoubtedly a cultural difference in the governance
of LEZs that future work can explore in depth.
4. Conclusion
As a major societal issue that goes far beyond the borders of logistics, the energy transition is now in the media and
represents a major challenge for a growing number of companies. The essential characteristic of sustainable city
logistics is to focus on an economic activity, the delivery of products in the city, which is part of both the private
space (practices and strategies of companies) and the public space (professional transport on a road shared with
citizens). This ambivalence certainly exists for many other logistical activities, but it is exacerbated here because
the city is a geographically confined and increasingly congested space. The energy transition is changing the cards
and leading local authorities to implement a system of coercive constraints from which companies can no longer
escape (Atkinson, 2013). There is no doubt that not all the implications of the current developments, particularly
with regard to LEZ, have been studied and evaluated, which undoubtedly merits sustained attention in the coming
years in order to understand the dynamics of the energy transition better.
The challenges related to the energy transition will translate into an in-depth reflection for companies: (1) on
how best to organize transport (taking into account its known environmental effects); and (2) on drastically
reducing waste, with an optimization of the use of existing energies, as a first step, and on a search for
economically viable alternative energy sources, as a second step (Inkinen & Hämäläinen, 2020). While the
optimized logistics perspectives deployed today shine a new light, through their contribution to the energy
transition, they are based on an old idea, and disseminated in the academic literature: the search for logistics
efficiency through a drastic reduction in waste and redundancies in the management of physical flows. The
activities related to city logistics thus raise as many environmental issues and the complex set of constraints linked
to them challenges decision-makers, particularly in the management of supply chains, to move towards a more
liveable city.
On a conceptual level, the mobilization of the SCP paradigm is, in our opinion, a fruitful way to understand the
dynamics of supply chains better. While political interventionism has been constant, particularly in France, since
the 1970s in the retailing industry (Filser et al., 2020), the application of the SCP paradigm offers a stimulating
framework that can renew the economic, behaviorist and strategic approaches widely used in the past. This is
particularly true with regard to city logistics, to address the problems of allocating resources on new environmental
models, which raise the question of the distribution of gains and costs related to the delivery of products in the city.
City logistics clearly shows that stakeholders in the public and private spheres are, willingly or unwillingly, in
close interaction. This requires rethinking political decisions as constraints for the implementation of appropriate
strategic behavior, but also as levers for more efficient action. The research avenues open to researchers in logistics
management seem sufficiently solid to justify the formalization of original programs in this direction.
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